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Abstract: The aeroengine industry has set strict upper limits for assembly errors in rotor-connecting
processes, because assembly errors significantly affect aeroengine stability. Applications of multi-axis
mechanisms have the potential to solve the low efficiency of traditional manual connection processes.
However, multiple error sources are simultaneously introduced. Thus, an accurate prediction
method of rotor assembly error considering multiple error sources is of vital importance, by which
the applicability of the new mechanism to rotors can be tested. In this study, a new prediction
method for rotor assembly errors is proposed based on the use of a novel multi-axis measuring and
connecting mechanism. First, the error propagation among the rotor errors, measurement errors,
mechanism errors, and mounting errors is analyzed. Second, reasonable characterization models for
these error sources are established using homogeneous transformation matrices. Third, based on
the abovementioned error models, a new rotor assembly error prediction algorithm is constructed.
It is highly consistent with the actual connection processes. Finally, verification experiments are
conducted. The experimental results show that deviation rates of the average values of six types of
assembly errors relative to the predictions are all lower than 14%. The proposed prediction method
has acceptable accuracy and practical significance.

Keywords: aeroengine rotor; assembly error; error prediction algorithm; multi-axis mechanism;
Monte Carlo method

1. Introduction

The assembly error of an aeroengine rotor assembly (e.g., compressor and turbine)
refers to the relative deviation or deflection between the specific structures on different
rotor parts after the connecting processes [1]. Manufacturing enterprises have set strict
upper limits for rotor assembly errors, because they significantly affect the wear, vibration,
and aerodynamic performance of the final assembly [2,3]. However, manual operation
using simple mechanisms is still widely used. Each assembly error is guaranteed to be
lower than the corresponding upper limit through multiple trial connecting processes and
repeated measurements, because the qualification rate of a single trial connecting process
is only lower than 50%. To address the low quality and efficiency of the traditional manual
method, an automated six-axis numerical control (NC) mechanism for rotor position and
pose adjustment and connection, as well as a three-axis coordinate measuring machine
(CMM), can be applied in modern aeroengine assembly lines. Servo linkage axes can
completely replace manual measuring and connecting motions on multiple spatial degrees
of freedom with higher motion accuracy [4]. However, a key issue is introduced: to verify
the applicability of a newly designed multi-axis measuring and connecting mechanism
to rotors with different accuracy levels, an accurate prediction method of rotor assembly
errors is highly necessary.

Studies have been devoted to proposing prediction methods for assembly errors using
various mathematical models [5–10]. Sun et al. used a particle swarm optimization neural
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network to propose a prediction method for the concentricity and perpendicularity of
aeroengine multistage rotors [11]. Ding et al. predicted the overall concentric performance
of rotors with optimized connection angles based on the Jacobian Torsor model [12]. Zhang
et al. predicted assembly errors by mainly considering the plane geometric form errors
of multiple parts based on the kernel function [13]. Their studies achieved reasonable
accuracy in predicting assembly errors, but only considered a specific type of main error
source in the assembly process.

However, owing to the use of complex multi-axis measuring and connecting mech-
anisms, different types of error sources are introduced into the assembly errors. The
characterization and propagation of the error sources should be clarified in the prediction
method to improve the prediction accuracy. The main error sources include: (1) the shape
and position errors of the rotors [14–17]—the errors at the flange end faces and rabbet
joint structures affect the relative position and pose between adjacent rotors. The errors at
the positioning structures for other functional parts (e.g., bearings, couplings, and sealing
discs) have direct impacts on the assembly errors; (2) measurement errors [18–21]—there
are errors in the fitted geometric features owing to the deviations between the measured
points and their nominal locations when measuring the connection structures and position-
ing structures; (3) mechanism errors [22–24]—there are relative motion and static errors
between each two adjacent axes in the six-axis mechanism for adjusting and connecting
rotors, which cause the position and pose error of the end fixture relative to the fixed
base after the connection motion; and (4) mounting errors [25–27]—there are errors of the
clamped rotor relative to its nominal position and pose in the clamping fixture on the
six-axis mechanism.

Thus, the rotor assembly error prediction algorithm should integrate and simulate
multiple types of error sources. The construction of the prediction algorithm faces two
difficulties. First, a unified mathematical model should be used to characterize different
errors, as well as to describe the error propagation among them. Second, various error
sources include a lot of random error items. The initial conditions of connecting processes
are also random. The prediction algorithm should be able to calculate different statistical
inputs and outputs. In addition, the prediction algorithm flow should be highly consistent
with the actual connection processes.

To solve the first difficulty, general homogeneous coordinate transformation ma-
trices could be used as the unified mathematical model to represent different types of
errors. A general 4 × 4 homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix A

B T clarifies
the relative spatial relationship between the coordinate systems A and B in two geo-
metric features [28,29]. The column matrices A

B n, A
B o, and A

B a in A
B T represent the pose

of B relative to A, and the column matrix A
B p represents the corresponding relative po-

sition. The error propagation can be described using the error transformation matrix
A
B D = A

B T−1(A
B T + dA

B T). In addition, the homogeneous matrices are also convenient for
the operation in a complex algorithm [30].

In previous studies on modeling different types of errors, homogeneous coordinate
transformation matrices show universality. (1) With regard to shape and position errors,
Whitney et al. applied homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices to represent both
the nominal relations between parts and variations caused by shape and position errors
allowed by the tolerances [31]. Wu et al. used homogeneous coordinate transformation ma-
trices for the position calculation of geometric features in assembly tolerance analysis [32];
(2) With regard to measurement errors, Zhang et al. established an error transfer model
of an aeroengine rotor measuring machine using homogeneous coordinate transforma-
tion matrices [33]. Zhou et al. used homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices to
illustrate the common points and control points for measuring aerospace components [34].
Similarly, the measured and fitted geometric features relative to their nominal position
and pose can also be expressed by homogeneous coordinate matrices [35–37]. Calvo et al.
proposed a new minimum zone fitting algorithm for sphericity according to the measuring
points containing measurement errors using homogeneous coordinate transformation
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matrices [38]; (3) With regard to mechanism errors, the relative position and pose with
errors between each two adjacent axes in the multi-axis mechanism can be expressed by
the multiplications of homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices under a specific
law, and the actual position and pose of the terminal fixture containing all mechanism
errors is obtained after multi-axis transmissions. The spatial mechanical error can be
accurately determined using the modified D-H method, which comprises homogeneous
coordinate transformation matrices with multiple parameters [39,40]. Zhou et al. proposed
a general mathematical model for analyzing the forward kinematics and errors of a six-axis
platform based on the D-H method with multiple geometric parameters [41]. The error
differential matrix dT, based on the D-H method in the multi-axis mechanism, clarifies
the value and direction of the synthetic error between the two axes [42,43]. Chen et al.
regarded the error of a single motion axis as a differential movement and then calculated
the tool pose error in a four-axis mechanism using error differential matrices [44]; (4) With
regard to mounting errors, the error of the rotor relative to its clamping fixture on the
six-axis mechanism is a static position and pose error, which can also be calculated using
homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices [45–47]. In general, it can be seen that a
specific type of error could be described using the corresponding modified homogeneous
coordinate transformation matrices. However, only a few studies have applied them to
model various errors in an assembly process. Homogeneous coordinate transformation
matrices and error differential matrices have the potential to compose the unified error
characterization and propagation mathematical models in the rotor assembly prediction
method, when using a complex multi-axis measuring and connecting mechanism.

To solve the second difficulty, the Monte Carlo method is applicable to numerical
simulations of various types of statistical inputs and outputs of errors [48–50]. There
are system and random error items in each error source during the rotor-connecting
processes. In practical applications, system errors are determined through repetitive
experiments, and removed through accuracy adjustment or NC compensation [51,52].
However, random errors fluctuate within certain ranges according to the accuracy of the
corresponding processes or mechanisms [53,54]. An accurate error value and direction
cannot be determined before each connecting process. Therefore, the Monte Carlo method
can be used for the statistical characterization and simulation of random errors [55,56].
Tang et al. introduced the positioning, straightness, pose, and axial errors of each axis of
a six-axis mechanism into the Monte Carlo method to analyze the error sensitivity [57].
Liu et al. presented an error propagation analysis method to estimate the final integrated
error of an H-drive stage using the Monte Carlo method, in which a variety of error sources
including straightness, thermal, deformation, and bearing gap change errors are sampled
from their distributions as the inputs respectively [58]. Thus, the Monte Carlo method
could be the main process framework of the prediction algorithm for rotor connection
processes, in which several types of errors are input, calculated and output. Furthermore,
in contrast to existing studies, the algorithm process should simulate the actual measuring
and connecting processes when using an automated multi-axis mechanism. For example,
the new position and pose of the last connected rotor are measured by the CMM to guide
the connecting motion of the next rotor. The flow of the prediction algorithm should be
consistent with these corresponding actual processes to ensure simulation accuracy.

In this study, a systematic investigation was carried out to propose a prediction
method of the rotor assembly error considering multiple error sources, based on the use of
a novel multi-axis measuring and connecting mechanism. First, four main error sources
that affect rotor assembly errors were investigated. The error propagation among them
was indicated by the general homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices and error
transformation matrices. Second, the characterization models for the four error sources
were established. The rotor shape and position errors at the flange end faces, rabbet
joint structures and positioning structures were modeled, and they were related to the
corresponding tolerances. The measured point coordinates affected by the measurement
errors were generated when measuring the annular end faces and cylindrical faces on
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the rotor connection and positioning structures. Then, the position and pose matrices
representing the measured geometric features were derived. The errors of the six-axis
rotor connecting mechanism were derived based on the modified D-H method with
five parameters, and the mounting errors were modeled using the differential matrix.
Subsequently, the rotor assembly position and pose errors were derived. Third, a rotor
assembly error prediction algorithm was constructed based on the abovementioned error
models using the Monte Carlo method. The algorithm procedure was highly consistent
with the actual connection processes. The measured errors, or errors sampled from their
distributions, as well as the initial conditions, were input into the algorithm. The outputs
were used to analyze the applicability of the new multi-axis mechanism to the rotors with
different accuracy levels. Finally, connection experiments were performed using three
aeroengine rotor assemblies to verify the proposed prediction method.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the propagation of the error sources
of rotor assembly errors is derived; in Section 3, the specific mathematical models of the
different error sources are established; in Section 4, a rotor assembly error prediction algo-
rithm is constructed, and the results are analyzed; in Section 5, the verification experiments
are performed; and in Section 6, the conclusions are presented.

2. Classification and Propagation of the Error Sources in Rotor Connecting Processes

The main error sources that affect the final assembly errors in the rotor connecting
processes include: shape and position errors, which are related to the connection structure
of the rotors; measurement errors when measuring rotor initial position and pose, as
well as final assembly errors; mechanism errors of the six-axis mechanism for adjusting
and connecting rotors; and mounting errors of the rotor clamping fixture on the six-axis
mechanism, as shown in Figure 1.

With regard to the propagation of these four types of errors, the shape and position
errors of the rotors are direct influencing factors. This is because assembly errors are
defined by the relative positions and poses of some specific positioning structures on
different rotors. The shape and position errors directly determine the deviations and
deflections of these specific positioning structures relative to the geometric references.
In addition, the shape and position errors on rotor connecting structures, for example,
flanges and rabbets, lead to deviations and deflections between adjacent rotors. At the
beginning of the connecting process, the initial position and pose of the rotor should be
measured, that is, the flange end face, center of the rabbet joint structure, and center of
the datum connection hole (for threaded fasteners, dowel pins, etc.). In the measurement
processes, owing to errors in the acquisition of point cloud coordinates, the fitted geometric
features deviate and deflect from the actual features. These fitted geometric features with
measurement errors are input into the NC system of the six-axis mechanism to guide the
clamped rotor to make the adjusting and connecting motions. At the end of the connecting
process, the relative positions and poses of the specific structures of the different rotors
should be measured. The measurement errors are introduced into the assembly errors
again. When the six-axis mechanism receives the linkage motion NC instruction, the
static and motion errors between adjacent axes are transmitted from the fixed base of
the mechanism to the end fixture. In addition, there is a mounting error in the clamped
rotor relative to its nominal mounting position and pose. The mounting error and six-axis
mechanism error together cause a synthetic error between the final actual position and pose
of the clamped rotor and its target position and pose determined by the NC instruction.
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Figure 1. Schematic of error classification and propagation in rotor connecting processes.

Error propagation is described by position and pose representation matrices and error
transformation matrices based on homogeneous coordinate transformations. The assembly
error can be expressed using the relative position and pose transformation matrix EiA jA

EiF jF
T,

which represents the transformation from the jA-th positioning structure on the aft iA-th
rotor to the jF-th positioning structure on the fore iF-th rotor.

EiA jA
EiF jF

T = B
EiF jFT· B

EiA jAT−1, (1)

where B
EijT is the transformation matrix from B to Eij, superscript B represents the basic co-

ordinate system; and subscript Eij represents the j-th positioning structure on the i-th rotor.
B

EijT is derived as follows:

B
EijT = B

AJ1T

(
i−1

∏
i=1

AJi
FJi T· FJi

AJ(i+1)T

)
AJi
Eij T, (2)

where the subscripts (or superscripts) FJi and AJi represent the fore and aft rabbet joint
structures on the i-th rotor, respectively.

Shape and position errors of rotors are introduced into Equation (2).

AJi
FJi T = AJNi

FJNi T·AJi
FJi D(sha) (3)
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AJi
Eij T = AJNi

ENij T·AJi
Eij D(sha), (4)

where AJi
FJi D(sha) and AJi

Eij D(sha) represent the shape and position error transformation matrices
from AJi to FJi and Eij, respectively.

The matrix FJi
AJ(i+1)T in Equation (2) indicates the transformation in the connecting

process of adjacent rotors. Several errors are included in FJi
AJ(i+1)T.

First, the influence of measurement error is analyzed. The reference coordinate system
is converted from the basic coordinate system B, to measurement coordinate system M,
using B

MT. There is a measurement error transformation matrix M
FJiD(mea) when mea-

suring the initial position and pose of FJi. After measurement and fitting, the obtained
transformation matrix from M to FJi is shown as Equation (7).

M
FJiT = B

FJiT· BMT−1 (5)

B
FJiT = B

AJ1T·AJ1
FJ1 T

(
i−1

∏
i=1

FJi
AJ(i+1)T·

AJ(i+1)
FJ(i+1) T

)
(6)

M
FJiT(fit) =

M
FJiT·MFJiD(mea). (7)

The measured and fitted position and pose of FJi are transformed by rotation with the
connecting circumferential angle φi and translation with the anti-collision clearance ∆A. φi
can be determined by several circumferential connecting methods, for example, random
angle connection with high efficiency, high- and low-point matching that takes into account
the connection quality, or φi solved by a global optimization algorithm [59]. ∆A ≤ 0.005mm
was used to prevent the rotor end faces from colliding. Subsequently, the NC instruction
guiding the (I + 1)-th rotor mounted on the six-axis mechanism is generated, that is, the
target matrix B

AJ(i+1)T(tar).

B
AJ(i+1)T(tar) =

M
FJiT(fit)·

B
MT·Rot

(
OFJi − z, φi

)
·Trans(0, 0,−∆A), (8)

where Rot
(
OFJi − z, φi

)
is the rotation transformation matrix of φi around the coordinate

axis OFJi − z; and Trans(0, 0,−∆A) is the translation transformation matrix of −∆A along
the new coordinate axis O− z after the last transformation.

Second, owing to the influences of the six-axis mechanism error transformation matrix
B
γD(mec) and mounting error transformation matrix γ

AJ(i+1)D(mou), the actual position and
pose of the rotor clamped on the six-axis mechanism deviate from its target position
and pose.

B
AJ(i+1)T = B

AJ(i+1)T(tar)·
(

B
γD(mec)·

γ
AJ(i+1)D(mou)

)
, (9)

where subscript γ represents the γ-axis clamping fixture on the six-axis mechanism.
Subsequently, FJi

AJ(i+1)T is derived as:

FJi
AJ(i+1)T = B

AJ(i+1)T·
B

FJiT
−1. (10)

After the connecting process, the measurement error is introduced again when mea-
suring the positioning structures for assembly errors, as shown in Equation (11). The final
matrix EiA jA

EiF jF
T(fit) contains the information of assembly errors.

EiA jA
EiF jF

T(fit) =
EiA jA
EiF jF

T·EiA jA
EiF jF

D(mea). (11)

3. Modeling of the Error Sources in Rotor Connecting Processes
3.1. Modeling of the Shape and Position Errors of Rotors

The rotor shape and position errors that affect the assembly errors are mainly located
at the flanges, rabbet joint structures and positioning structures, as shown in Figure 2.
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These errors include end face run-out (SRO) of the flanges, concentricity of the rabbet joint
structures, concentricity and axis parallelism of positioning structures, and dimensional
deviation. The relative position and pose of different geometric features in a rotor, as well as
the corresponding shape and position errors, are characterized by homogeneous coordinate
transformation matrices. The position and pose transmissions between the two rabbet joint
structures on the end faces of the i-th rotor are derived using Equation (12).

AJi
FJi T = FFi

FJi T·FFNi
FFi T·AFNi

FFNi T·AFNi
AFi T−1·AFi

AJi T−1

=


1 0 0 ∆CFicψFi

2
0 1 0 ∆CFisψFi

2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

·


dFFNi√
d2

FFNi+∆2
SROFi

0 ∆SROFi√
d2

FFNi+∆2
SROFi

0

0 1 0 0
− ∆SROFi√

d2
FFNi+∆2

SROFi

0 dFFNi√
d2

FFNi+∆2
SROFi

hNi − hi

0 0 0 1

·


cφFi −sφFi 0 0
sφFi cφFi 0 0

0 0 1 −hNi
0 0 0 1



·


dAFNi√

d2
AFNi+∆2

SROAi

0 − ∆SROAi√
d2

AFNi+∆2
SROAi

0

0 1 0 0
∆SROAi√

d2
AFNi+∆2

SROAi

0 dAFNi√
d2

AFNi+∆2
SROAi

0

0 0 0 1



−1

·


1 0 0 ∆CAicψAi

2
0 1 0 ∆CAisψAi

2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


−1

(12)

where the subscripts (or superscripts) FFi and AFi represent the fore and aft flange end faces
with SRO = ∆SROFi and ∆SROAi on the i-th rotor, respectively; φFi represents the deflection
angle between the SRO high points on the fore and aft flange end faces; FFNi and AFNi
represent the nominal fore and aft flange end faces without any shape or position errors,
respectively; ∆CFi and ∆CAi are the concentricity of the fore and aft rabbet joint structures,
respectively; ψFi and ψAi represent the deviation direction of fore and aft rabbet centers,
respectively; hNi and hi are the nominal and actual distance between fore and aft flange
end faces, respectively; dFFNi and dAFNi are the nominal diameters of the fore and aft flange
end faces, respectively; and “s” and “c” are the abbreviations of sin and cos, respectively.

The position and pose transmissions between the j-th positioning structure and the aft
rabbet joint structure in the i-th rotor are derived using Equation (13).

AJi
Eij T = AFNi

Eij T·AFNi
AFi T−1·AFi

AJi T−1

=


cφEijcδθEij −sφEij −cφEijsδθEij

∆CEijcψEij
2

sφEijcδθEij cφEij −sφEijsδθEij
∆CEijsψEij

2
sδθEij 0 cδθEij −hEij

0 0 0 1

AFNi
AFi T−1·AFi

AJi T−1 (13)

where ∆CEij is the concentricity of the j-th positioning structure on the i-th rotor, ψEij
represents the deviation direction of the positioning structure center, hEij represents the
distance between the positioning structure and the nominal aft flange end face, and δθEij
and φEij represent the transformed angle value and direction of the parallel error of the
positioning structure axis, respectively.

The initial position and pose of the 1st rotor fixed on the fixture (separated from the
six-axis mechanism) are derived using Equation (14). When the 1st rotor does not contain
a rear rabbet joint structure, the coordinate origin of AJ1 is set at the center of the rear
end face.
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B
AJ1T =

[
E B

AN1p + AN1
AJ1 p

0 1

]
·RPY(φA1, θA1, ϕA1)

=


cϕA1cθA1 cϕA1sθA1sφA1 − sϕA1cφA1 cϕA1sθA1cφA1 + sϕA1cφA1

B
AN1px +

AN1
AJ1 px

sϕA1cθA1 sϕA1sθA1sφA1 + cϕA1cφA1 sϕA1sθA1cφA1 − cϕA1sφA1
B

AN1py +
AN1
AJ1 py

−sθA1 cθA1sφA1 cθA1cφA1
B

AN1pz +
AN1
AJ1 pz

0 0 0 1


(14)

where B
AN1p is the column matrix that represents the nominal position of the aft end face of

the 1st rotor relative to B, and AN1
AJ1 p represents its random initial position deviation; RPY

is the matrix of rolling, pitching, and yawing, which represents the random initial pose
deflection of the 1st rotor.

Figure 2. Schematic of the rotor shape and position errors related to the assembly error.

3.2. Modeling of the Measurement Errors of Rotors

The transformation from the basic coordinate system B to the measurement coordinate
system M is shown in Equation (15).

B
MT =


1 − B

Mδγ B
Mδβ B

M px + ∆ B
M px

B
Mδγ 1 − B

Mδα B
M py + ∆B

M py
− B

Mδβ B
Mδα 1 B

M pz + ∆ B
M pz

0 0 0 1

, (15)

where the matrix elements B
M px/y/z + ∆ B

M px/y/z represent the position of the measurement

coordinate system; B
Mδα, B

Mδβ and B
Mδγ represent the triaxial angle errors.

The measuring objects include the position and pose of the last fixed rotor (i.e., M
FJiT),

the initial position and pose of the clamped rotor (i.e., M
AJ(i+1)T), and the position and pose

of the positioning structure (i.e., M
EijT). There are two types of geometric features. One is
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the annular end face of the flange or positioning structure. Its normal vector is fitted to
derive the pose column matrix Ma, as shown in Equation (16). The other is the cylindrical
face of the rabbet, the datum connection hole, or the positioning structure. The measured
points are projected onto the corresponding datum end face. Subsequently, the cylindrical
face center coordinates are fitted. The pose column matrices Mn and Mo, and the position
column matrix Mp are obtained.

MT =

[ Mn Mo Ma Mp
0 0 0 1

]
. (16)

The errors in the measuring processes are CMM mechanism errors, force deformation
errors, thermal deformation errors, detection errors, etc. [60]. However, it is difficult to
model these errors separately. Affected by a variety of system errors and random errors, the
measured coordinates of each axis show a normal distribution with M px/y/z + ∆MSx/y/z as
the mathematical expectation µ, and ∆MRx/y/z/6 as the standard deviation σ, as shown in
Figure 3b. ∆MS and ∆MR represent the system errors and random errors in measurement
errors, respectively. When ∆MR in the triaxial directions are uniform, the spatial distribution
of the possible locations of a measuring point is within the spherical range centered on
the measuring point with only system error, as shown in Figure 3c. Generally, ∆MS are
easily pre-compensated in the CMM NC system by means of repetitive measurements
and accuracy adjustments. Thus ∆M = ∆MR represents the comprehensive measurement
accuracy of a CMM system.

Figure 3. Schematic of the measurement errors on the flange end face: (a) the actual flange end face
and its fitted plane based on measured points; (b) normal distribution of measurement errors on each
axis; and (c) spatial distribution of possible locations of the measuring point.
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3.2.1. Measurement Errors on the Flange End Faces

Because the end face of the flange or positioning structure is annular, NMF measuring
points are evenly distributed on J concentric circular paths, as shown in Figure 3a. The
nominal coordinates of the k-th measuring point MFi pjk on the j-th circular path of the i-th
rotor are derived using Equations (17) and (18).[

M
MFip

T
jk 1

]T
= M

Ji T·
{

Rot
(
OJi − z, θMFk

)
·
[

Ji
MFip

T
j1 1

]T
}

= M
Ji T


cθMFk −sθMFk 0 0
sθMFk cθMFk 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




RMFj
0
0
1

 (17)

θMFk =
2(k− 1)π

NMF/J
, (18)

where θMFk is the circumferential angle of MFi pjk and RMFj is the radius of the j-th circular path.
Under the influences of comprehensive measurement errors, the coordinates of the

measured points are shown in Equations (19)–(21).

M
MFi pxjk(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MFi pxjk + ∆MSx, (∆M/6)2
]

(19)

M
MFi pyjk(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MFi pyjk + ∆MSy, (∆M/6)2
]

(20)

M
MFi pzjk(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MFi pzjk + ∆MSz, (∆M/6)2
]
. (21)

The fitted plane model with parameters a1, a2, and a3 is given by Equation (22).

M pz = a1 + a2·M px + a3·M py. (22)

The least-squares method can be used for plane fitting, that is, solving the minimum
value of fa in Equation (23).

fa =
J

∑
j=1

NMF/J

∑
k=1

(
a1 + a2

M
MFi pxjk(mea) + a3· M

MFi pyjk(mea) −
M

MFi pzjk(mea)

)2
. (23)

Because the angle between the coordinate axis OFi-z of the flange end face and the
measurement coordinate axis OM-z is set to less than π/2, M

Fi az > 0. Thereafter, the pose
column matrix M

Fi a(fit) is obtained, as shown in Equations (24) and (25).

M
Fi a

T
(fit) =

−−−−→
OFi − z(fit) = [−kaa2 −kaa3 ka] (24)

ka = 1/
√

a2
2 + a2

3 + 1. (25)

3.2.2. Measurement Errors on the Rabbet Joint Structures

When measuring the cylindrical face of the rabbet (or datum connection hole, position-
ing structure), NMJ measuring points are evenly distributed on the cylindrical face around
its axis. Subsequently, the measured points are projected onto the fitted plane OFi-xy(fit).
The center OJi (fit) is fitted, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic of measurement errors on the rabbet joint structure.

The nominal coordinates of the j-th measuring point MJi pj of the i-th rotor are derived
using Equations (26) and (27).[

M
MJip

T
j 1

]T
= M

Ji T·
{

Trans
(
0, 0, hMJj

)
Rot

(
OJi − z, θMJj

)
·
[

Ji
MJip

T
1 1

]T
}

= M
Ji T


cθMJj −sθMJj 0 0
sθMJj cθMJj 0 0

0 0 1 hMJj
0 0 0 1




RMJ
0
0
1

 (26)

θMJj =
2(j− 1)π

NMJ
, (27)

where θMJj is the circumferential angle of MJi pj, RMJ is the radius of the cylindrical face, and
hMJj is the vertical distance between MJi pj and end face.

Owing to the influences of measurement errors, the possible locations of the measuring
points are within the normal distribution ranges of the triaxial coordinates of the points
with only system errors. The projection coordinates of the measured points are given
by Equation (31).

M
MJi pxj(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MJi pxj + ∆MSx, (∆M/6)2
]

(28)

M
MJi pyj(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MJi pyj + ∆MSy, (∆M/6)2
]

(29)

M
MJi pzj(mea) ∼ N

[
M

MJi pzj + ∆MSz, (∆M/6)2
]
. (30)

M
MJiPj(mea_proj) =


M

MJi pxj(mea) −
a2

(
a1+a2

M
MJi pxj(mea)+a3

M
MJi pyj(mea)−

M
MJi pzj(mea)

)
a2

2+a2
3+1

M
MJi pyj(mea) −

a3

(
a1+a2

M
MJi pxj(mea)+a3

M
MJi pyj(mea)−

M
MJi pzjz(mea)

)
a2

2+a2
3+1

M
MJi pzj(mea) +

a1+a2
M

MJi pxj(mea)+a3
M

MJi pyj(mea)−
M

MJi pzj(mea)

a2
2+a2

3+1

 (31)
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The fitted spatial circle on OFi-xy(fit) with parameters b1, b2, b3, and b4 is given
by Equation (32).  M pz =

√
b4

2 − (M px − b1)
2 −

(
M py − b2

)2
+ b3

M pz = a1 + a2·M px + a3·M py

. (32)

The least-squares method can be used for fitting the center of the circle, that is, solving
the minimum value of fb in Equation (33).

fb =
NMJ

∑
j=1

(
M

MJi p
2
xj(mea_proj) +

M
MJi p

2
yj(mea_proj) +

M
MJi p

2
zj(mea_proj) − 2 M

MJi p
2
xj(mea_proj)b1

−2 M
MJi p

2
yj(mea_proj)b2−2 M

MJi p
2
zj(mea_proj)b3 + b2

1 + b2
2 + b2

3 − b2
4

)2
(33)

Similarly, the datum connection hole in the flange is measured, projected, and fitted.
The coordinates of its center Hi p(fit) are (bH1, bH2, bH3). The pose column matrix M

Fi n(fit) is
obtained as shown in Equations (34) and (35).

M
Ji nT

(fit) =
−−−−→
OJi − x(fit) =

[
kn(bH1 − b1) kn(bH2 − b2) kn(bH3 − b3)

]
(34)

kn = 1/
√
(bH1 − b1)

2 + (bH2 − b2)
2 + (bH3 − b3)

2. (35)

Therefore, the position and pose transformation matrix of the rabbet joint structure (or
positioning structure), including the measurement errors, is given by Equation (36).

M
Ji T(fit) =


kn(bH1 − b1) knka(−bS2 + b2 − a3bH3 + a3b3) −kaa2 b1
kn(bH2 − b2) knka(−b1 + bH1 + a2bH3 − a2b3) −kaa3 b2
kn(bH3 − b3) knka(−a3b1 + a3bH1 − a2bH2 + a2b2) ka b3

0 0 0 1

. (36)

3.3. Modeling of the Six-Axis Mechanism Errors and Mounting Errors

A novel automated six-axis mechanism for rotor connection was designed and man-
ufactured. The errors in the six-axis mechanism include manufacturing errors, assembly
errors, NC errors, etc. [26] However, these large numbers of influencing factors are difficult
to separately quantify. Thus, the mechanism error is attributed to the accumulation of the
relative comprehensive position and pose errors of each two adjacent motion parts.

The modified D-H method with five parameters clarifies the relative position and pose
with mechanism errors between the two adjacent parts. The D-H coordinate system is set
at the joint of each motion execution part. The joint is used to connect with its upper part,
as shown in Figure 5. The position and pose transformation of the upper part relative to
the lower part is regarded as a combination of five consecutive rotations and translations:
the D-H coordinate system rotates θ around the original axis O-z, translates d along the
original axis O-z, translates a along the new axis O-z, rotates α around the new axis O-x,
and then rotates ϕ around the new axis O-y. The transformation matrix L

UT from the lower
to upper part is shown in Equation (37).

L
UT = Rot(OL − z, θ)Trans(0, 0, d)Trans(a, 0, 0)Rot(Onew − x, α)Rot(Onew − y, ϕ)

=


cϕcθ − sαsϕsθ −cαsθ cθsϕ + cϕsαsθ acθ
cϕsθ + sαsϕcθ cαcθ sθsϕ− cϕsαcθ asθ
−cαsϕ sα cαcϕ d

0 0 0 1

 (37)
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Figure 5. Schematic of the D-H coordinate systems of the six motion execution parts.

The position and pose transmission in the six-axis mechanism is from the basic coor-
dinate system B to the Z-axis part, X-axis part, β-axis part, Y-axis part, α-axis part, and
finally to the γ-axis clamping fixture (i.e., the nominal position and pose of the aft rabbet
joint structure of the clamped rotor). The transformation matrix is given by Equation (38).

B
γT = ∏ L

UT = B
ZTZ

XTX
βTβ

Y TY
αTα

γT. (38)

The D-H parameters and their corresponding errors are listed in Table 1. dZ + ∆dZ,
dX + ∆dX, θβ + δθβ, dY + ∆dY, θα + δθα, and θγ + δθγ represent motion variables with
motion errors of the six axes. Motion errors are the main factors affecting the final com-
prehensive position and pose errors of the six-axis mechanism. Under the condition that
the system errors are compensated through the NC system, the remaining random errors
obey normal distributions. The deviation of each normal distribution is determined by
the positioning accuracy of the corresponding axis. The other 24 errors are static errors
representing the static relative position and pose among the axes, for example, δϕβ and
δϕγ represent the parallel errors between the corresponding adjacent motion axes. These
errors can be compensated through mechanism precision adjustment processes, or through
the NC system.

Table 1. Five D-H parameters with errors of the six-axis rotor connecting mechanism.

L
UT a α d θ ϕ

B
ZT ∆aZ π/2 + δαZ dZ + ∆dZ π/2 + δθZ δϕZ
Z
XT ∆aX π/2 + δαX dX + ∆dX π/2 + δθX δϕX
X
βT lX1 + ∆aβ δαβ ∆dβ θβ+δθβ δϕβ
β
Y T −lZ1 + ∆aY π/2 + δαY dY + ∆dY π/2 + δθY δϕY
Y
αT ∆aα π/2 + δαα lX2 + ∆dα θα+δθα δϕα
α
γT ∆aγ δαγ lZ2 + ∆dγ θγ+δθγ δϕγ

The mounting error of the (I + 1)-th rotor on the clamping fixture is indicated in
Equation (39). The mounting error matrix is used in Equation (40) when solving the
position and pose forward solution. On the premise of ignoring the measurement error, the
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acquisition method of the mounting error is as follows: move the six axes to their calibrated
zero points where the mechanism errors have been corrected through precision adjustment,
that is, B

γT0. Subsequently, the initial position and pose of the clamped rotor are measured
by the CMM to obtain B

AJ(i+1)T0. The mounting error is derived using Equation (41).

γ
AJ(i+1)T =


1 − γ

AJ(i+1)δγ γ
AJ(i+1)δβ γ

AJ(i+1)∆ px
γ

AJ(i+1)δγ 1 − γ
AJ(i+1)δα γ

AJ(i+1)∆ py

− γ
AJ(i+1)δβ γ

AJ(i+1)δα 1 γ
AJ(i+1)∆ pz

0 0 0 1

 (39)

B
AJ(i+1)T = B

γT· γ
AJ(i+1)T (40)

γ
AJ(i+1)T = B

AJ(i+1)T0·BγT−1
0 . (41)

3.4. Modeling of the Rotor Final Assembly Errors

The assembly errors are defined by the relative positions and poses of the positioning
structures on the different rotors, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Schematic of rotor assembly errors in the connecting processes.

If the measuring objects of the assembly error are located on the positioning struc-
tures of two rotors, the assembly position error of the iF-th positioning structure on the
fore iF-th rotor relative to the iA-th positioning structure on the aft iA-th rotor is de-
rived using Equations (42)–(44). The corresponding assembly pose error is derived using
Equations (45) and (46).

OEiA jA−z
OEiF jF

∆ = 2
[(

B
EiF jF px − B

EiA jA px − ks1
B

EiA jA ax

)2
+
(

B
EiF jF py − B

EiA jA py − ks1
B

EiA jA ay

)2
+
(

B
EiF jF pz − B

EiA jA pz − ks1
B

EiA jA az

)2
]1/2

(42)

ks1 =
[

B
EiA jA ax·

(
B

EiF jF px − B
EiA jA px

)
+ B

EiA jA ay·
(

B
EiF jF py − B

EiA jA py

)
+ B

EiA jA az·
(

B
EiF jF pz − B

EiA jA pz

)]
/ks2 (43)

ks2 = B
EiA jA a2

x +
B

EiA jA a2
y +

B
EiA jA a2

z (44)

OEiA jA−z
OEiF jF−z δ = arccos

(∣∣∣ B
EiF jF ax· B

EiA jA ax +
B

EiF jF ax· B
EiA jA ay +

B
EiF jF ax· B

EiA jA az

∣∣∣/√ks2ks3

)
(45)

ks3 = B
EiF jF a2

x +
B

EiF jF a2
y +

B
EiF jF a2

z . (46)

If the measuring objects of assembly error are located on the positioning structures
of three different rotors, that is, the original points of two positioning structures form
a common reference line, the assembly position error of the iM-th positioning struc-
ture on the middle iM-th rotor relative to the common reference line OEiF iF -OEiA iA is de-
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rived using Equations (47)–(49). The corresponding assembly pose error is derived using
Equations (50) and (51).

OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM

∆ = 2
{[

B
EiM jM

px − B
EiF jF

px − kc1

(
B

EiA jA
px − B

EiF jF
px

)]2
+[

B
EiM jM

pY − B
EiF jF

pY − kc1

(
B

EiA jA
pY − B

EiF jF
pY

)]2
+[

B
EiM jM

pz − B
EiF jF

pz − kc1

(
B

EiA jA
pz − B

EiF jF
pz

)]2
}1/2

(47)

kc1 =
[(

B
EiA jA

px − B
EiF jF

px

)(
B

EiM jM
px − B

EiF jF
px

)
+
(

B
EiA jA

py − B
EiF jF

py

)(
B

EiM jM
py − B

EiF jF
py

)
+(

B
EiA jA

pz − B
EiF jF

pz

)(
B

EiM jM
pz − B

EiF jF
pz

)]
/kc2

(48)

kc2 =
(

B
EiA jA px − B

EiF jF px

)2
+
(

B
EiA jA py − B

EiF jF py

)2
+
(

B
EiA jA pz − B

EiF jF pz

)2
(49)

OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM−z δ = arccos

[∣∣∣ B
EiM jM

ax·
(

B
EiA jA

px − B
EiF jF

px

)
+ B

EiM jM
ay ·

(
B

EiA jA
py − B

EiF jF
py

)
+

B
EiM jM

az·
(

B
EiA jA

pz − B
EiF jF

pz

)∣∣∣√kc2kc3

] (50)

kc3 = B
EiM jM a2

x +
B

EiM jM a2
y +

B
EiM jM a2

z . (51)

4. Construction and Application of the Rotor Assembly Error Prediction Algorithm

The Monte Carlo method is used to propose a rotor assembly error prediction al-
gorithm based on the models of rotor shape and position errors, measurement errors,
mechanism errors and mounting errors. In the prediction algorithm, the initial condition
parameters, system errors, and random errors (sampled according to their related processes
or mechanism accuracy) are input. Subsequently, multiple virtual rotor assemblies are sim-
ulated based on the actual connecting processes. Finally, the distributions of the assembly
errors are output and analyzed.

4.1. Procedure of the Prediction Algorithm

The procedure for the rotor assembly accuracy prediction algorithm based on the
Monte Carlo method is illustrated in Figure 7. In this procedure, N determines the total
number of virtual assemblies under the same connecting conditions. An increase in N
improves the prediction reliability while reducing the calculation efficiency. In each virtual
assembly, the random initial position and pose of the 1st rotor are sampled, that is, AN1

AJ1 p and
RPY in Equation (14) are sampled to constitute B

AJ1T. There are two methods to determine
the shape and position errors of each rotor in Equations (12) and (13). In the first method,
the distribution of each shape and position error is constructed according to the input rotor
accuracy level, thereafter, the error value is sampled from its normal distribution, and the
error direction angle is sampled from its uniform distribution. The other method is that
all shape and position errors are directly input under the condition that they have been
obtained through measurements.

The actual position and pose M
FJiT of the fore rabbet joint structure of the connected or

fixed i-th rotor is determined by substituting Equations (12) and (14) into Equations (5) and (6).
Subsequently, the virtual measuring points MFFi pjk(mea) on the fore flange end face are
generated using Equations (17)–(21), which are influenced by the CMM comprehensive
measuring accuracy ∆M. The pose column matrix M

FFia(fit), representing the normal vector
of the fore flange end face, is derived using Equations (23)–(25). The virtual projected
points MFJi pj(mea_proj) and MFHi pj(mea_proj) of the measuring points on the fore rabbet joint
structure and datum connection hole on the fitted plane OFFi-xy(fit) are generated using
Equations (26)–(31). The position column matrix M

FFip(fit) representing the fore rabbet joint

structure center and the other two pose column matrices M
FFin(fit) and M

FFio(fit) are derived
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using Equations (33)–(35). The transformation matrix B
FJiT(fit) containing the measurement

errors is obtained using Equations (15) and (36). The target matrix B
AJ(i+1)T(tar) for the

(i+1)-th rotor clamped on the six-axis mechanism is derived using Equation (8), where the
connecting circumferential angle φi is calculated using its selection strategy.

Figure 7. Flow diagram of the rotor assembly error prediction algorithm considering multiple
error sources.

The mounting error matrix γ
AJ(i+1)T for the (I + 1)-th rotor is derived using Equation (39).

The matrix B
γT(tar) = B

AJ(i+1)T(tar)·
γ

AJ(i+1)T
−1 for generating the six-axis mechanism NC

instruction excludes the effect of the mounting error. Thereafter, the motion variables dZ, dX,
θβ, dY, θα, and θγ for controlling the six axes are obtained through inverse solutions from
B
γT(tar). Owing to the influence of static and motion errors in the six-axis mechanism, the

actual position and pose B
γT is derived by substituting Table 1 into Equations (37) and (38).

The random motion errors ∆dZ, ∆dX, δθβ, ∆dY, δθα, and δθγ are sampled from their
normal distributions, which are related to the positioning accuracy of the six axes. The
uncompensated items in the other 24 static errors are substituted into B

γT. Subsequently,
the mounting error γ

AJ(i+1)T is substituted back into B
AJ(i+1)T using Equation (40). Similarly,

the actual position and pose of the (I + 2)-th rotor are derived through the above iterative
calculations based on the determined B

FJ(i+1)T of the (I + 1)-th rotor.
When the virtual connection of the n-th assembly containing I rotors is completed,

the position and pose of the positioning structures, including their shape and position
errors are derived by substituting B

AJ(i+1)T and Equation (13) into Equation (2). Similarly,
measurement errors are introduced again to fit the normal vector of the annular position-
ing faces and the centers of the cylindrical faces of the positioning structures through
Equations (17)–(25) and Equations (26)–(33), respectively. The assembly errors are cal-
culated by substituting B

EijT(fit) into Equations (1) and (42)–(51). Thereafter, the virtual
connection of the (n + 1)-th assembly is performed according to the above cyclic procedures.
Finally, the assembly errors OEiA jA−z

OEiF jF
∆, OEiA jA−z

OEiF jF−z δ, OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM

∆, and OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM−z δ of the

N assemblies are output for subsequent statistical analysis.
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4.2. Inputs of the Prediction Algorithm

An aeroengine low-pressure turbine rotor simulator is applied, which has three rotors
in an assembly. Considering the balance of prediction reliability and calculation efficiency,
the total number N of virtual assemblies under the same connecting conditions is set
to 100,000.

The initial position and pose of the 1st rotor are random in each virtual assem-
bly. The corresponding matrix elements in B

AJ1T obey uniform distributions, as shown
in Equations (52) and (53). The matrix elements representing the datum positions are

B
AN1 px = 613.5, B

AN1 py = 0, B
AN1 pz = 820 mm.

AN1
AJ1 px, AN1

AJ1 py, AN1
AJ1 py ∼ R(−5, 5mm) (52)

φA1, θA1, ϕA1 ∼ R(−π/240,π/240). (53)

There are two methods to input the shape and position errors in each rotor. One is
to sample the shape and position errors according to the designed tolerance and process
capability of the parts. The process capability index CP is introduced into the prediction
algorithm, which influences the distribution of the rotor shape and position error [61],
as shown in Equation (54). The CP is set to 1.00, 1.33, and 1.67 (i.e., shape and position
error qualification rates η = 99.73%, 99.9968%, and 99.999971%) respectively for presenting
different accuracy levels of rotors. The standard deviation σR of the normal distributions
of the rotor shape and position errors derived from their designed tolerance TR are listed
in the second rows in Tables 2–4. In the prediction algorithm, assuming that the system
errors in the shape and position errors of each rotor were corrected during the machining
processes, the mathematical expectation is µR = 0. The other matrix elements representing
the error directions obey uniform distributions.

CP = TR/6σR. (54)

Table 2. Designed standard deviations and measured concrete values of the shape and position errors
of the 1st rotor (mm).

Item ∆SROA1 ∆SROF1 ∆CF1 ∆CE11 δθE11

σR 0.010/CP 0.010/CP 0.005/CP 0.003/CP 0.143′/CP
Assembly 1 0.012 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.216′

Assembly 2 0.016 0.004 0.012 0.003 0.012′

Assembly 3 0.002 0.006 0.005 0.001 0.065′

Table 3. Designed standard deviations and measured concrete values of the shape and position errors
of the 2nd rotor (mm).

Item ∆CA2 ∆SROA2 ∆SROF2 ∆CF2 ∆CE21 δθE21

σR 0.005/CP 0.013/CP 0.013/CP 0.005/CP 0.010/CP 0.160′/CP
Assembly 1 0.001 0.020 0.016 0.004 0.004 0.131′

Assembly 2 0.001 0.011 0.019 0.003 0.001 0.122′

Assembly 3 0.006 0.011 0.011 0.003 0.015 0.036′

Table 4. Designed standard deviations and measured concrete values of the shape and position errors
of the 3rd rotor (mm).

Item ∆CA3 ∆SROA3 ∆CE31 δθE31 ∆CE32 δθE32

σR 0.005/CP 0.013/CP 0.008/CP 0.230′/CP 0.003/CP 0.176′/CP
Assembly 1 0.003 0.003 0.011 0.227 0.003 0.080′

Assembly 2 0.002 0.007 0.005 0.069 0.003 0.075′

Assembly 3 0.001 0.014 0.009 0.128 0.004 0.152′
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In the other input method, the measured values of the rotor shape and position errors
are directly input into the corresponding matrices. The measured concrete errors of the three
rotor assemblies used in the experiments are listed in the third to fifth rows in Tables 2–4.

The other matrix elements representing datum dimensions of the 1st rotor are dAN1 = Φ140,
dFN1 = Φ237.4, hN1 = 151, and hE11 = 54 mm.

The other matrix elements representing datum dimensions of the 2nd rotor are
dAN2 = Φ299.4, dFN2 = Φ308.7, hN2 = 11, and hE21 = −24 mm.

The other matrix elements representing datum dimensions of the 3rd rotor are:
dFN3 = Φ308.7, hN2 = 11, hC31 = 68, and hC32 = 1037 mm.

According to the applied CMM, the comprehensive measuring accuracy ∆M = 0.002 mm.
The measurement system errors ∆MS = 0 because they are pre-compensated in the NC
system. The matrix elements representing the location of the measurement coordinate
system M are B

M px = 889.5, B
M py = −624, and B

M pz = 67 mm. The number and nominal
locations of the measuring points are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Number and distribution circle radius of the measuring points on different rotor structures.

Item Aft Flange of
the 1st Rotor

Aft Flange of
the 2nd Rotor

Positioning
Structure of
the 1st Rotor

Positioning
Structure of

the 2nd Rotor

The 1st
Positioning
Structure of

the 3rd Rotor

The 2nd
Positioning
Structure of

the 3rd Rotor

NMF 22 28 14 38 22 12
RMF1 (mm) 104 125 79 191 107 64
RMF2 (mm) 113 149 - 208 120 -

NMJ 30 36 22 50 36 18
RMJ (mm) 99 119.35 76 213 125 62

The connecting circumferential angle φi is derived using the high- and low-point
matching strategy which is commonly used in connecting processes, and it is also con-
venient for calculation in the prediction algorithm. The anti-collision clearance ∆A is set
to 0.005 mm.

The static errors and motion system errors were reduced through the mechanism
precision adjustment processes and the NC system, respectively. Hence, they are assumed
to be zero in the prediction algorithm. The motion random errors are determined by the
positioning accuracy of the drive axes and then converted to the corresponding motion
execution axes. The motion error standard deviations σ∆ obtained through the repeated
measurement tests are listed in Table 6. The other D-H matrix elements representing the
datum distance between the axes are lz1 = 107, lz2 = 206, lx1 = 97, and lx2 = 131 mm.

Table 6. Standard deviations of the motion errors in the six-axis mechanism (mm).

Item ∆dZ ∆dX δθβ ∆dY δθα δθγ

σ∆ 0.0050 0.0036 0.0135′ 0.0050 0.0194′ 0.0500′

The elements in the mounting error matrix γ
AJ(i+1)T in the prediction algorithm obey

normal distributions, as shown in Equations (55) and (56). In the inverse and forward
solutions of the six axes in the prediction algorithm, the measured mounting errors are
excluded and introduced, respectively.

γ
AJ(i+1)∆ px, γ

AJ(i+1)∆ py, γ
AJ(i+1)∆ pz ∼ N(−0.05, 0.05mm) (55)

γ
AJ(i+1)δα, γ

AJ(i+1)δβ, γ
AJ(i+1)δγ ∼ N(−0.25′, 0.25′

)
. (56)
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4.3. Results of the Prediction Algorithm

The distributions of the predicted six types of assembly errors under the conditions
that the rotor CP = 1.00, 1.33, and 1.67 are shown in Figure 8. The rotor assembly errors are
distributed with kurtosis ∈ (0.36, 1.17) and skewness ∈ (0.67, 1.05). When CP improves
from 1.00 to 1.33, and then to 1.67, the decline rates of the average value OE11−z

OE32∆ are 20.8%

and 16.1%, respectively, the decline rates of OE11−z
OE32−zδ are 22.8% and 18.9%, respectively,

the decline rates of OE11−OE32
OE21−z δ are 18.2% and 12.7% respectively, and the decline rates of

OE11−OE32
OE31−z δ are 17.8% and 12.9%, respectively. However, the decline rates of OE11−OE32

OE21−z ∆ and
OE11−OE32

OE31−z ∆ are small. This is because the distance between the corresponding positioning

structures is large (
∣∣∣−−−−−−−→OE11 −OE32

∣∣∣ = 1145.1mm). The distance deviation between the center
of the middle positioning structure and the long common reference line OE11 −OE32 is
insensitive to variations in rotor errors.

Figure 8. Assembly error distributions of rotors under different shape and position accuracy lev-
els: (a) assembly position error OE11−z

OE32∆; (b) assembly pose error OE11−z
OE32−zδ; (c) assembly position

error OE11−OE32
OE21∆; (d) assembly pose error OE11−OE32

OE21−zδ; (e) assembly position error OE11−OE32
OE31 ∆; and

(f) assembly pose error OE11−OE32
OE31−z δ.
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With regard to the rotor connection qualification rate, the qualification rate of each
assembly error is higher than 93%. The connection qualified condition of a rotor assembly
is that all six errors are lower than their qualified upper limits. The final connection
qualification rates of the rotor assemblies are 88.9%, 97.4%, and 99.3% when CP = 1.00, 1.33,
and 1.67, respectively. It can be seen that even if the rotors have relatively low shape and
position accuracy (CP = 1.00), the connection qualification rate is still significantly higher
than that less than 50% when using traditional manual connection processes. If the rotors
have general or high accuracy (CP ≥ 1.33), the connection qualification rate is higher than
97%. In general, the prediction results show that the novel mechanical system (three-axis
CMM, six-axis rotor connecting mechanism, and clamping fixture) has high applicability
for rotors with different accuracies.

5. Verification Experiment

To verify the proposed prediction method, three different rotors satisfying the shape
and position accuracy requirements (CP ≥ 1.00) are applied in the connection experiments.
The rotor shape and position errors are presented in Tables 2–4. The motion errors of the
pre-compensated six-axis mechanism are listed in Table 6. The comprehensive measuring
accuracy of the applied three-axis CMM equipped with a contact probe (RENISHAW
OMP40-2) is ∆M = 0.002 mm. The number of connection experiments for each rotor
assembly is 30.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 9. The experimental process of each
assembly is consistent with the prediction algorithm flow, which includes the following
steps: Step 1: the 1st rotor is mounted on the aft adjustable fixture separated from the
six-axis mechanism. The initial position and pose are adjusted randomly according to
Equations (52) and (53) using the adjustable fixture. Step 2: the 2nd rotor is mounted on the
clamping fixture on the six-axis mechanism. Thereafter, the six axes move to their calibrated
zero points, where the mechanism errors were corrected through precision adjustment. The
current position and pose of the 2nd rotor are measured by the CMM to obtain the M

AJ2T0.
The mounting error γ

AJ2T is derived using Equation (41). Step 3: the initial position and
pose of the fore rabbet joint structure of the 1st rotor are measured using the parameters in
Table 5, and M

FJ1T is fitted using Equations (22)–(25) and (31)–(36). Step 4: the target matrix
B
AJ2T(tar) for the 2nd rotor is obtained using Equation (8) with φi derived using the high-
and low-point matching strategy, and anti-collision clearance ∆A = 0.005 mm. To exclude
mounting errors, the motion parameters of the six axes are solved inversely according to
B
AJ2T(tar)·

γ
AJ2T−1. Subsequently, the NC instructions of the six axes are generated to adjust

the position and pose of the 2nd rotor, and connect it to the 1st rotor. Local gaskets and
a few bolts are used to fasten the two rotors to minimize the impact of fastening on the
assembly errors. Step 5: repeat Steps 2-4 for the connection of the 3rd rotor. Step 6: the
position and pose matrices M

E11T, M
E21T, M

E31T and M
E32T of the four positioning structures are

obtained according to the measuring and fitting methods similar to Step 3. The assembly
errors are then derived using Equations (1), (15) and (42)–(51).

The experimental results are shown in Figure 10. The measured shape and position
errors of the rotors in the three assemblies are also input into the prediction algorithm
for comparison. It can be seen that the distribution ranges of the six assembly errors
obtained from 30 experiments of each assembly are within the corresponding min-max
ranges of 100,000 predicted results. Compared with the corresponding average values
of the six assembly errors of each assembly in the predictions, the deviation rates of the
corresponding experimental results are all lower than 14%.
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Figure 9. Experimental setup: (a) the six-axis rotor connecting mechanism and three-axis CMM; and
(b) measuring process.

Figure 10. Comparisons between the assembly error results in predictions and experiments: (a) assem-
bly position error OE11−z

OE32 ∆; (b) assembly pose error OE11−z
OE32−zδ; (c) assembly position error OE11−OE32

OE21 ∆;
(d) assembly pose error OE11−OE32

OE21−z δ; (e) assembly position error OE11−OE32
OE31 ∆; and (f) assembly pose

error OE11−OE32
OE31−z δ.
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There are still small deviations between the distribution ranges of the experimental
assembly errors and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the corresponding predicted
results. The deviations may be caused by the following factors: (1) In the characterization
model for rotor shape and position errors, the flange SRO is based on a typical geometric
feature with a single high point caused by turning or milling processes. This is not applica-
ble to specially processed rotors with multiple high points; (2) The system errors among the
six axes of the rotor connecting mechanism are pre-compensated through the mechanism
precision adjustment processes and NC system. However, there may be non-zero values
that are not input into the mechanism error model because of the mutual interference of
a large number of errors; (3) The system errors in the three-axis CMM are not completely
compensated. The fitting methods have fitting errors; (4) The effect of the force is not
considered in the prediction method, for example, the connection contact force, fastening
force, and gravity. In general, the proposed prediction method considers the influences of
the main error sources and is highly consistent with the actual connection processes. The
deviations between the predicted assembly errors and corresponding experimental results
are acceptable. The proposed rotor assembly error prediction method has high accuracy
and practical significance.

6. Conclusions

To propose a rotor assembly error prediction method under the influence of multiple
error sources based on the use of a novel multi-axis measuring and connecting mechanism,
mathematical models and propagation algorithm of multiple types of errors are established.
Models for indicating the rotor shape and position errors, measurement errors, six-axis rotor
connecting mechanism errors, mounting errors, and rotor assembly errors are established
mainly based on homogeneous coordinate transformation matrices and differential matrices.
A new prediction algorithm for the rotor assembly error considering the abovementioned
error sources is proposed, which is highly consistent with actual connecting processes.
Subsequently, experiments are conducted to verify the prediction method. The following
conclusions are drawn:

(1) The kurtosis and skewness of the distributions of all predicted assembly errors are
positive. When the rotor process capability index CP is set to 1.00, 1.33, and 1.67,
respectively, the average values of the assembly position errors are OE11−z

OE32∆ = 0.149,

0.118, and 0.099 mm; OE11−OE32
OE21−z ∆ = 0.051, 0.050, and 0.049 mm; and OE11−OE32

OE31−z∆ =
0.064, 0.063, and 0.062 mm, respectively; the average values of assembly pose errors
are OE11−z

OE32−zδ = 0.294′, 0.227′, and 0.184′; OE11−OE32
OE21−zδ = 0.203′, 0.166′, and 0.145′; and

OE11−OE32
OE31−zδ = 0.236′, 0.194′, and 0.169′, respectively. Detailed statistical results are

obtained using the proposed prediction method;
(2) If CP improves from 1.00 to 1.33, and then to 1.67, the decline rates of OE11−z

OE32∆,
OE11−z
OE32−zδ,OE11−OE32

OE21−zδ, and OE11−OE32
OE31−zδ range from 12.0% to 23.0%, while the decline

rates of OE11−OE32
OE21−z∆ and OE11−OE32

OE31−z∆ are small. The last two assembly position errors
are insensitive to changes in rotor shape and position errors, because they take a
long-distance common line as reference. In general, the improvement in the rotor
shape and position accuracy reduces most assembly errors to varying degrees;

(3) The connection qualification rate is higher than 97% when the rotors have general or
high shape and position accuracy (i.e., CP ≥ 1.33). Even if the rotors have relatively
low accuracy (i.e., CP = 1.00), the connection qualification rate achieves 88.9%. It
is significantly higher than the qualification rate of less than 50% when using the
traditional manual connection processes. According to the predictions, the new
mechanical system (three-axis CMM, the six-axis rotor connecting mechanism, and
clamping fixture) has high applicability for rotors with different accuracy levels;

(4) Predictions and experiments based on three aeroengine rotor assemblies show that:
The min-max ranges of the six assembly errors obtained from 30 experiments for
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each assembly are within those of the corresponding 100,000 predicted results. The
deviation rates of the corresponding experimental average values of the six assembly
errors relative to those of the predictions are all lower than 14%. The proposed
prediction method has acceptable accuracy and practical significance.
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Nomenclature

AFi/FFi Aft/fore flange end face on the i-th rotor
AFNi/FFNi Nominal aft/fore flange end face without any shape or position

errors on the i-th rotor
AJi/FJi Aft/fore rabbet joint structure on the i-th rotor
AN1 Aft nominal end face on the 1st rotor
a1/2/3 Fitting parameter of annular end face
B Basic coordinate system
b1/2/3/4 Fitting parameter of the cylindrical face
CP Process capability index
A
B D Error transformation matrix from A to B
dAFNi/FFNi Nominal diameter of aft/fore flange end face on the i-th rotor (mm)
dA

B T Differential matrix of A
B T

Eij The j-th positioning structure on the i-th rotor
hEij Distance between the j-th positioning structure and nominal aft

flange end face on the i-th rotor (mm)
hi/Ni Actual/nominal distance between fore and aft flange end faces

on the i-th rotor (mm)
M Measuring coordinate system
N Total number of virtual assemblies under the same

connecting condition
A
B p Position column matrix in A

B T
A
B px/y/z Element in position column matrix A

B p
NMF/MJ Number of points for measuring annular end face/cylindrical face
A
B n/o/a First/second/third pose column matrix in A

B T excluding last
element 0

MFi pjk The k-th nominal point on the j-th circular path for measuring
annular end face of the i-th rotor

MJi pj The j-th nominal point for measuring cylindrical face of the i-th rotor
p(mea)/p(mea_proj) Measured point/Projection of measured point
RMFj Radius of the j-th circular path for measuring annular end face (mm)
RMJ Radius of the cylindrical face (mm)
Rot Rotation transformation matrix
RPY Matrix of rolling, pitching, and yawing
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A
B T Transformation matrix from A to B (A/B is the reference/current

coordinate system)
T(fit) Obtained transformation matrix after measurement and fitting
T(tar) Target matrix for generating NC instructions
T0 Transformation matrix when six axes are at their calibrated zero points
Trans Translation transformation matrix
TR Rotor shape and position tolerance
∆A Anti-collision clearance (mm)
∆CAi/CFi Concentricity of aft/fore rabbet joint structure of the i-th rotor (mm)
∆CEij Concentricity of the j-th positioning structure on the i-th rotor (mm)
∆M Comprehensive measuring accuracy of CMM system (mm)
∆SROAi/Fi Aft/fore flange end face run-out of the i-th rotor (mm)
OEiA jA−z

OEiF jF
∆/OEiA jA−z

OEiF jF−z δ Assembly position/pose error of iF-th positioning structure on fore
iF-th rotor relative to iA-th positioning structure on aft iA-th rotor

OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM

∆/OEiF jF−OEiA jA
OEiM jM−z δ Assembly position/pose error of iM-th positioning structure on

middle iM-th rotor relative to common reference line OEiFiF-OEiAiA
∆d/δθ Linear/rotational motion error in six-axis mechanism
δθEij Transformed angle value representing parallel error of axis of

j-th positioning structure on i-th rotor (′)
θ/d/a/α/ϕ D-H parameters of six-axis mechanism
θMFk/MJi Circumferential angle of MFi pjk/MJi pj (rad)
σR Standard deviation of rotor shape and position error
σ∆ Standard deviation of motion error of six-axis mechanism
φA1/θA1/ϕA1 Deflection angle of rolling/pitching/yawing of the 1st rotor (rad)
φEij Deflection direction of axis of the j-th positioning structure on the

i-th rotor caused by parallel error (rad)
φFi Circumferential angle between high points of fore and aft flange

end faces on i-th rotor (rad)
φi Connecting circumferential angle between the i-th and (i+1)-th

rotors (rad)
ψAi/Fi Direction of aft/fore rabbet center deviation of the i-th rotor (rad)
ψEij Direction of center deviation of the j-th positioning structure on

the i-th rotor (rad)
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